Aviation
Management

About SAS
SouthernAirSystems.com
For well over 20 years, we have been providing aircraft management services
to Aircraft Owners that value safe and consistent operation of their aircraft.
SAS professionals’ expertise is focused solely on providing customer
satisfaction through aircraft asset management and seamless operations.
SAS has never cancelled a trip due to personnel or staffing issues. SAS
provides unwavering availability of experienced pilots to ensure coverage at
all times.
Safety in aviation is without equal and SAS personnel have conducted
themselves exemplary with tens of thousands of hours flown involving
extensive overseas and complicated missions without incident. For many
years, professionally flown corporate and privately owned aircraft have
maintained a far superior safety record than that of the airlines or charter
operators. This superior safety record is due to flexible operational priorities
and continuous state-of-the-art training.
SAS strives to recognize all benefits of aircraft management. As a standard,
SAS additionally tracks the myriad of regulatory and currency requirements,
as well as, maintains accountability of the pilots.
SAS prides itself on providing turn-key aviation solutions with the highest
degree of safety and efficiency to the Owner. Southern Air Systems is ready
to prove how flying with our system can not only provide confidence in
safety and service, but also piece of mind.
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Southern Air Systems is an industry-leading aircraft management group providing
well over 20 years of customized solutions for its Customers
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Crew Training and Safety
Well-trained and experienced pilots are the backbone of Southern Air Systems. Pilots are extensively screened
including references, FAA EID/AID background checks, Federal Drug Testing programs, and stage flight competency
checks. Thereafter at regular intervals all pilots are rechecked in the type of aircraft they are piloting, utilizing the
FAA’s strictest flight check criteria. These safeguards along with simulator based training and our continuous in-house
training programs produce some of the best crews in the industry.

Safety
Your safety is our highest priority. Southern Air Systems has some of
the most rigorous standards for safety, maintenance, training, and
operations in the industry. We currently utilize an SMS (Safety
Management System) as part of our flight planning program to
determine the level of risk for every flight. We have a safety culture
with each and every employee that is second to none.

Training
Southern Air Systems prides itself on its continuous in-house training program in addition
to simulator based training. This allows a more regular and cohesive training regime. Like
all forms of learning, continuous is always better than rote style learning. Our process is
further augmented through the use of SIMUFLITE and FLIGHTSAFETY’s full motion
simulator programs. FACTS and International Procedures training are also completed at
SimuFlite. Southern Air Systems retains “Fleet Training Partner” status and is a member of
the CAE Customer Advisory Board. The Customer only pays a fixed training fee once per
year regardless of pilot changes or usage.
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Flight Coordination
Southern Air Systems flight coordinators provide for the scheduling
needs of the Owner. This includes but is not limited to landing
facility choices, set-up for car rentals, limos, hotels, catering or any
other special needs of the Owner.

Customs and TSA
SAS customer aircraft are authorized by the US Customs and Border
Protection to utilize “over flight” permits and TSA waivers to afford
point to point travel from most international destinations back into
the desired United States airport without disruption. We are also a
signatory carrier to the TSA Visa Waiver Program allowing certain
foreign nationals to accompany guests without typical visa
requirements. We maintain a TSA approved security program and
have favorable circumstances with many handlers around the world,
allowing easy unfettered access to many of the world destinations
without delay.

Uniforms and Cabin Supplies
Standard Southern Air Systems uniforms are provided at no cost to
the Owner. Personalized shirts and/or jackets with customersupplied logos will be billed to the Owner at discounted costs.
Additionally, SAS can arrange for a variety of personalized cabin
supplies such as cups, napkins, hats, shirts, umbrellas, etc.
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Fuel Discount
Program
Southern Air Systems utilizes several fuel savings programs
to attain prices far below what a single aircraft and most fleet
operators could ever hope to obtain. Fuel costs to an Aircraft
Owner will often be the largest single item of which there is a
substantial degree of control. Fuel costs can often make or
break an aircraft’s annual operational budget.

Fuel

SAS is very aggressive towards fuel pricing and can assure
you some of the best pricing you can find anywhere. Our
staff on a daily basis insures the prices we receive are
competitive whether on a “spot” basis, through fuel contract,
or individually negotiated.

Maintenance

34%

30%
Labor

24%
Aircraft Fuel Cost is often the
largest single expense

Other

12%
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Hangar
Arrangements

Southern Air Systems maintains arrangements with several hangar vendors at various airports
and will negotiate space for Owners at any airport. Additionally, we command well over
100,000 square feet of hangar space for our Customer’s storage and maintenance needs at
various locations throughout the United States.
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Other Key Benefits
Insurance

Accounting Services

Southern Air Systems’ master insurance policy is negotiated in a
collective cost and benefit matrix that affords industry leading
benefits that are only available to very large fleets at deep
discounts to our Owners.

Completed monthly packages including aircraft usage statements,
reconciled credit card expenses, on the road expenses, etc. will be
forwarded to the Owner in a timely fashion.
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Maintenance
Services

About SAM
SouthernAirSystemsMaintenance.com
Southern Air Systems Maintenance, Inc. (SAM) a wholly owned subsidiary maintains a
32,000 square foot repair facility at Tampa International Airport. SAM is qualified to carry out
major airframe inspections, engine inspections, as well as, a variety of refurbishment options.
SAS recognized a need for more control of timetables and pricing of aircraft services than was
available with outside facilities. Large maintenance facilities often lose touch and interest in
maintaining original schedules and cost estimates, as larger more profitable jobs move to the
front of the line.
SAM has developed long term relationships with vendors to support the goal of Customer
Satisfaction. SAM enjoys substantial discounts from Dallas Airmotive and Duncan Aviation of
which both are team members.
Often with our more distant Owners, it is not financially feasible to bring their aircraft to
Florida for maintenance, and in these cases our services will turn towards developing the best
situations for our Owner with the outside services locally available and utilizing our
maintenance expertise to act as an advocate to our Owner. This includes work scope and
billing issues. Additionally, aircraft with factory warranties would be routed through the
appropriate manufacturers’ facility.
SAM services are recommended but, are strictly at the Owner’s request. It should not be
construed that the Owner is obliged to retain maintenance services with SAM, it is simply our
pleasure to offer these services as an additional resource. Southern Air Systems Maintenance
provides a complete package for any aircraft under our care. Customer satisfaction is our top
priority and we are proud to have a history of saving the Owners in excess of 20% over other
maintenance options over the course of their aircraft ownership.
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Maintenance Tracking
Southern Air Systems Maintenance provides comprehensive computerized
maintenance tracking for all of our managed aircraft. Hence, providing
advance notice to the Owner of pending maintenance so options and
decisions can be made in an orderly fashion verses the fire drill antics that
seem to occur in ill managed flight departments.
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5525 West Cypress St.
Tampa, FL 33607

4751 Jim Walter Blvd. Hangar #1
Tampa, FL 33607

Phone: 813.877.7888
Fax: 813.319.8039

Phone: 813.319.8094
Fax: 813.319.8039

SouthernAirSystems.com

SouthernAirSystemsMaintenance.com
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